Lung volume reduction surgery has become an accepted therapeutic option to relieve the symptoms of selected patients with severe emphysema. In a majority of these patients, it causes objective as well as subjective functional improvement. A proper understanding of the physiological determinants underlying these beneficial effects appears very important in order to better select patients for the procedure that is currently largely carried out on an empirical basis. Lung volume reduction surgery has two distinct effects. Firstly, it causes an increased elastic recoil, which at least partially explains the enhanced maximal expiratory flow. Secondly, it is associated with a reduction of hyperinflation which allows for an increase in global inspiratory muscle strength and in diaphragmatic contribution to tidal volume as well as a decrease in the inspiratory elastic load imposed by the chest wall. Taken together, these effects result in a reduced work of breathing and in an enhanced maxima...
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Physiological basis of improvement after lung volume reduction surgery for severe emphysema: where are we? E. Marchand, G. Gayan-Ramirez, P. De Leyn, M. Decramer. #ERJ Journals Ltd 1999. ABSTRACT: Lung volume reduction surgery has become an accepted therapeutic option to relieve the symptoms of selected patients with severe emphysema. In a majority of these patients, it causes objective as well as subjective functional improvement. A proper understanding of the physiological determinants underlying these beneficial effects appears very important in order to better select patients for the procedure that is currently largely carried out on an empirical basis. Lung volume reduction surgery has two distinct effects. Firstly, it causes an increased elastic recoil, which at least partially explains the enhanced maximal expiratory flow. Secondly, it is associated with a reduction of hyperinflation which allows for an increase in global inspiratory muscle strength and in diaphragmatic contribution to tidal volume as well as a decrease in the inspiratory elastic load imposed by the chest wall. Taken together, these effects result in a reduced work of breathing and in an enhanced maximal ventilation which both contribute to the increased exercise capacity and reduced dyspnoea after surgery. The improved lung recoil and the reduced hyperinflation after volume reduction surgery were the primary postulates upon which the usual selection criteria for the procedure were based. It is now likely that these are correct. Nevertheless, some patients do not benefit from lung volume reduction surgery and the current literature does not allow for a refinement of the selection process from a physiological point of view.
The exact mechanisms underlying the improvement in lung recoil, lung mechanics, and respiratory muscle function remain incompletely understood. Moreover, the effects of lung volume reduction surgery on gas exchange and pulmonary haemodynamics still need to be more fully investigated. An analysis of the characteristics of patients who do not benefit from the procedure and the development of an animal model for lung volume reduction surgery would probably help address these important issues. Eur Respir J 1999; 13: 686±696. Keywords: Emphysema gas exchange haemodynamics lung mechanics lung volume reduction surgery respiratory muscles Received: July 5 1998 Accepted after revision July 13 1998 Supported by Fonds voor Wetenschappelijk onderzoek-Vlaanderen grants 3.0167. 95 and G.0189. 97 Lung volume reduction surgery (LVRS) is one of the newest therapeutic options for patients with severe emphysema. Originally proposed by BRANTIGAN et al. [1] in the 1950s, the concept only received widespread acceptance in the medical community after its revival by the groups of J.D. Cooper [2] and A.Wakabayashi [3, 4] . LVRS is now performed in various centres throughout the world. In a majority of selected patients, this technique has been shown to improve subjective as well as objective variables in a way not obtainable by any other currently available therapy. In spite of these encouraging results, some patients do not benefit from the procedure. Moreover, the selection of patients for surgery remains largely empirical and longterm results are still lacking, which has led some to raise criticisms regarding the widespread application of the procedure [5] .
A proper understanding of the pathophysiological basis for subjective and objective improvements after LVRS is important for improving the selection of patients. Selection is important as only 20±40% of patients referred for surgery are real candidates, only 50±75% of patients improve with the intervention, and mortality still ranges 4±17% [6] . In addition, a better insight into the mechanism of improvement may lead to further development of the surgical procedure. The aim of this article is to provide a critical analysis of the literature regarding the potential mechanisms of action of LVRS. The term LVRS generally encompasses a variety of surgical procedures intended to alleviate the symptoms of advanced emphysema. However, in the following, its utilization will be restricted to the resection of diffusely emphysematous tissue, in contrast to the excision of giant bullae. Although this distinction is sometimes subtle in subjects presenting bullae in the context of an accompanying generalized emphysema, series of patients who have undergone bullectomy are often more For editorial comments see page 480 difficult to analyse because of a greater heterogeneity in the severity of respiratory dysfunction. Moreover, the mechanisms underlying the functional outcome after surgery are likely to be more complex with LVRS than with bullectomy.
Pathophysiological basis of functional impairment in emphysema
Emphysema is defined anatomically by abnormal, persistent enlargement of the air spaces distal to the terminal bronchioles, accompanied by the destruction of the alveolar walls in the absence of obvious fibrosis [7] . The direct physiological consequence of these abnormalities is a loss of elastic lung recoil reflected in a leftward shift of the lung pressure±volume (P-V) curve. The loss of elastic recoil results in a lower maximal expiratory airflow because of reduced driving pressure [8] and impaired radial traction on the airways leading to a reduction of their calibre [9] . It must be stressed that in its advanced stage, emphysema is always associated with intrinsic airway disease [10, 11] which clearly also contributes to airflow obstruction. Altogether and whatever the cause, the above factors result in low expiratory flow, not allowing sufficient time for expiration. This leads to termination of the expiration above the resting volume of the respiratory system. Consequently, dynamic hyperinflation [12] , and hence the generation of intrinsic positive end-expiratory (alveolar) pressure (intrinsic PEEP) occurs [13] . Along with the loss of elastic lung recoil, dynamic hyperinflation leads to an increase in the lung volume at which the respiratory muscles operate. This puts the muscles at a mechanical disadvantage.
The mechanical effectiveness of the diaphragm is reduced because of multiple effects of hyperinflation on its length and geometry. Firstly, the length of the diaphragm at functional residual capacity (FRC) is reduced with chronic hyperinflation [14] . Theoretically, this is expected to place the diaphragm at a less favourable part of its length± tension curve. However, it has been shown in animal models of emphysema that the diaphragm adapts to chronic hyperinflation by a loss of sarcomeres in series. This is called length adaptation. It results in a shift of the whole length±tension curve to a shorter length. As a consequence, a match between the in situ operational length and the optimal length remains with chronic hyperinflation [15] . There is indirect evidence that this may also occur in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) who are able to develop a greater maximal negative inspiratory pressure than normal subjects at a given lung volume [16] . Secondly, in patients with chronic hyperinflation, the zone of apposition, which is the area of the diaphragm immediately apposed to the ribcage, is markedly reduced at FRC [14] . Figure 1 illustrates the consequences of hyperinflation on diaphragm geometry in a normal subject. Similar three-dimensional reconstruction has yielded the same findings in COPD patients [17] . Moreover, the cranial orientation of the diaphragmatic fibres at their costal insertion may also be affected. These points are critical for two major actions of the diaphragm, i.e. the piston-like axial displacement of the diaphragmatic dome which produces the main contribution of the diaphragm to tidal volume in normal subjects, and the expansion of the lower ribcage [18] . As the size of the zone of apposition is reduced, and the orientation of the muscular fibres at the site of their costal insertion is possibly disturbed with hyperinflation, this potentially reduces the ability of the diaphragm to generate inspiratory volume change. Thirdly, it has been hypothesized that hyperinflation could change the mechanical arrangement between the crural and the costal parts of the diaphragm from a parallel to a series arrangement, thus leading to a reduction of the force-generating capacity [19] . Furthermore, it is often argued that hyperinflation is associated with an increased diaphragmatic radius of curvature which, according to Laplace's law, would result in a reduced conversion of active tension into pressure. Using three-dimensional reconstruction of the diaphragm, GAUT-HIER et al. [17] showed that the radius of curvature was only altered by hyperinflation in the coronal plane but changed little in the sagital plane ( fig. 1) . Globally, these changes in curvature have played only a minimal role in the reduction of transdiaphragmatic pressure induced by supramaximal phrenic shocks in the setting of acute hyperinflation, which was mostly related to shortening [17] . All in all, the mechanical effectiveness of the diaphragm is markedly reduced by severe hyperinflation.
Although the effects of hyperinflation on other inspiratory muscles seem to be critical for inspiratory flow generation in hyperinflated patients, they have been less well studied. The mechanical effectiveness of the parasternal intercostals (the most important inspiratory part of the intercostal musculature) appears to be decreased by hyperinflation, at least in dogs [20] . These negative effects are more likely due to the alteration of their geometry rather than their length. In the dog, hyperinflation seems to induce a relatively small shortening of the parasternal intercostals compared to the diaphragm [21] . Moreover, their optimal operational length is closer to total lung capacity FRC TLC b) a) Fig. 1 . ± Three-dimensional reconstruction of the diaphragm at a) functional residual capacity (FRC) and at b) total lung capacity (TLC) in a normal male. It can easily be seen that the vertical portion of the diaphragm at its periphery, which can be approximated as the zone of apposition, is largely reduced by hyperinflation from FRC to TLC. The overall geometry of the diaphragm, however, changes little between FRC and TLC. (From GAUTHIER et al. [17] with permission.) (TLC) than to FRC [22] . Nevertheless, these potential beneficial effects are probably counterbalanced by geometrical alterations. Indeed, the mechanical advantage of the parasternal intercostals has been shown to depend on the relationship between the angle formed by the costal cartilage and the sternum (a) and the angle between the muscle fibres and the sternum (b) [21] . By increasing b [23] , hyperinflation potentially reduces the parasternal intercostal mechanical advantage. Moreover, following Laplace's law, the increased ribcage diameter [24] is another factor that might explain the decreased effectiveness of these inspiratory muscles with hyperinflation.
Much less is known about the effects of hyperinflation on the scalenes and sternomastoid muscles. The former are important primary inspiratory muscles [25] that experience increased effective central neural drive in patients with COPD compared with normal subjects, as do the parasternal intercostals [26] . Although hyperinflation has little effect on their length in the dog [27] , its consequences on the mechanical effectiveness of human scalenes are not known. Knowledge regarding the mechanical effectiveness of the human sternomastoid as an inspiratory muscle is also lacking but it does not appear to be an important inspiratory muscle in normal subjects and COPD patients at rest [26] .
In patients with severe COPD, expiration is often associated with contraction of the abdominal muscles [28] . This may lead to a paradoxical rise of gastric pressure during expiration and is an important determinant of intrinsic PEEP [29] . Moreover, variation in abdominal muscle recruitment may explain why some patients adjust their thoracoabdominal structures to accommodate increased lung volume by mainly expanding the bony ribcage whereas this is accomplished by lowering the diaphragm in others [30] . In the setting of flow limitation, abdominal muscle contraction is clearly inefficient in generating expiratory flow. However, it might have beneficial effects on inspiration. Firstly, it stores elastic and gravitational energy in the abdominal compartment that can be released during inspiration, performing inspiratory work without increasing transdiaphragmatic pressure [31, 32] . Secondly, it may keep the crural and the costal parts of the diaphragm arranged mechanically in parallel and place it on a more favourable part of its length±tension curve [32] . However, it has been argued that since the contraction of the abdominal muscles ends abruptly at the end of expiration, these beneficial effects on diaphragm length and geometry are lost as soon as inspiration begins [33] .
Hyperinflation not only reduces the mechanical effectiveness of the diaphragm and probably also of the other inspiratory muscles, but when severe it also results in an inward chest wall recoil at end-expiration [18] . This, together with increased airway resistance, reduced dynamic pulmonary compliance, and true alveolar intrinsic PEEP imposes an important load on the inspiratory muscles. This load is even greater during exercise because of increased ventilatory requirements, thereby leading to further dynamic hyperinflation and a reduction of the duty cycle.
Abnormalities in resting blood gases appear only late in the course of emphysema. They are mostly related to ventilation±perfusion mismatching [34] . However, during exercise, other mechanisms also add to the alterations in the blood gases, i.e. diffusion abnormalities and increased dead space ventilation [35] . Moreover, hypoxaemia may also be related to a fall in mixed venous oxygen tension (Pv,O 2 ) due to altered cardiac function. This fall may be related to altered venous return, cardiac filling, pulmonary hypertension, or increased respiratory muscle oxygen consumption [36] .
Exercise capacity, either maximal or submaximal, is reduced in emphysema. Ventilatory limitation clearly plays a major role in exercise limitation. Nevertheless, peripheral muscle function is also recognized as an important determinant of exercise limitation [37] . As peripheral muscle weakness secondary to inactivity, denutrition, or corticosteroid therapy is frequently present in patients with COPD [37] , this must be taken into account when considering exercise limitation in patients with emphysema.
Dyspnoea is an important determinant of quality of life in emphysema [38] . The mechanisms underlying breathlessness remain incompletely understood. Nevertheless, it appears that the sensation of dyspnoea is mostly related to the perception of inspiratory muscle effort, which can be estimated by the ratio of inspiratory muscle pressure developed during tidal breathing to the maximal inspiratory muscle strength [35] .
Overview of the results of lung volume reduction surgery on pulmonary function, exercise capacity, and dyspnoea
Numerous studies are now available regarding the shortterm results of LVRS on pulmonary function and dyspnoea. These are difficult to compare for several reasons. Firstly, selection criteria varied from centre to centre, particularly regarding the characteristics of emphysema, with certain studies limited to homogeneous emphysema and others even including cases of true bullectomy. Secondly, studies were rarely prospective and often concerned selected cases. Thirdly, the surgical techniques used were varied (unilateral versus bilateral; sternotomy versus thoracoscopy or lateral thoracotomy; and staples versus laser), sometimes even in the same study. Fourthly, although pulmonary rehabilitation is often performed in the preoperative and postoperative period, the components of these rehabilitation programmes are rarely clearly described.
Nevertheless, an overview of the results available in the literature shows that, in the majority of selected patients, LVRS leads to a short-term (1±3 months post-surgery) improvement in forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) and vital capacity (VC), either forced or inspiratory [4, 39±60] . Moreover, there is a decrease in TLC, in FRC and in residual volume (RV) measured by plethysmography [4, 39, 41±44, 49±51, 53, 54, 56±60]. In one study [48] reporting the results of static lung volumes, TLC was not significantly reduced after unilateral thoracoscopic LVRS using a stapling device. Nevertheless, RV was significantly reduced after the surgical procedure in this study [48] . Volumes measured by dilution techniques have only scarcely been reported. HALZERIGG et al. [39] reported unchanged FRC measured by nitrogen washout after unilateral laser pneumoplasty while CORDOVA et al. [59] demonstrated a reduction after bilateral stapling volume reduction. Besides FEV1, more specific indices of airflow obstruction have been reported less frequently. Three groups reported improved FEV1/VC ratios, using stapling techniques and with most patients operated on bilaterally [52, 61, 62] . Others found a lack of significant improvement in FEV1/VC [4, 48, 53, 59] . When reported, airway resistance and specific airway conductance were always improved after surgery [4, 53, 56, 59, 63, 64] .
It has been claimed that LVRS had no effect on diffusion indices [65] . Recent reports, however, have showed significantly improved carbon monoxide transfer factor (TL,CO) in some studies [4, 50, 54, 60, 66] , while in others there was a tendency towards improvement [39, 48, 51, 53, 67] . Overall, this suggests that LVRS may lead to recruitment of the capillary bed. Reports of carbon monoxide transfer coefficient (KCO) did not show significant shortterm improvement [39, 53, 59, 66] .
LVRS appeared to improve blood gases at rest. Indeed, arterial oxygen tension (Pa,O 2 ) increased in all studies reporting this variable [4, 39, 41±45, 48, 50, 52±54, 56±58, 67, 68] , although the improvement was only statistically significant in half of the studies [42, 45, 48, 50, 53, 56, 58, 68] . Similarly, arterial carbon dioxide tension (Pa,CO 2 ) either showed a tendency to decrease [4, 39, 43, 44, 48, 52, 53, 56, 58] or a statistically significant decrease [41, 42, 45, 54, 57, 67, 68] .
Submaximal exercise performance has often been evaluated by means of a six or twelve-minute walking tests. The distance walked always improved significantly after LVRS [39, 40, 42, 43, 48, 49, 51, 54, 56, 59 , 67±69]. Nevertheless, a majority of patients underwent pulmonary rehabilitation at least preoperatively and this clearly may have contributed to this improvement. Moreover, some patients were walking with oxygen supplementation, which also might have affected results.
Maximal exercise capacity evaluated by peak exercise oxygen consumption (V 'O 2 ,max) has been shown to increase in four studies [41, 42, 48, 59 ], including one enrolling subjects who did not follow any training programme [41] . By way of contrast, O'DONNELL et al. [53] did not find any improvement in V 'O 2 ,max in a heterogeneous group of patients, despite postoperative rehabilitation. Dyspnoea, evaluated by variable means, has also been shown to decrease after LVRS [39±43, 45, 47, 48, 50, 51, 53, 54, 56, 57, 60, 69] .
A few studies have prospectively assessed the effects of LVRS on quality of life using validated questionnaires. These reported a significant short-term improvement after surgery [2, 39, 59, 70] .
Potential determinants of early functional improvement after lung volume reduction surgery

Static mechanics of the respiratory system
Three different groups have reported improvement of indices of lung elastic recoil after LVRS using expiratory P-V curves in awake subjects [51, 66, 67, 71] . They all showed an increase in static lung elastic recoil pressure at total lung capacity (PL,st,TLC).
GELB et al. [71] did not show a significant decrease in static lung compliance between FRC and FRC plus 0.4 L. Nevertheless, the same group reported an increased elastic lung recoil pressure between end-expiratory lung volume (EELV) and EELV plus 1,150 mL in patients under general anaesthesia and muscle paralysis immediately after the surgical procedure [63] . However, it might be supposed that the acute trauma of surgery has a transient effect on the lung mechanics. An increased static transpulmonary pressure was also demonstrated in awake patients at FRC 6 and 12 months after LVRS [66] .
The accuracy of measurement of the P-V curve in patients with severe emphysema has been questioned because there is doubt about the validity of plethysmographic lung volume measurements [72] , the accuracy of local oesophageal pressure in reflecting overall pleural pressure [72] , and the capacity of the patient to achieve the adequate relaxation required for the measurements. Another problem is associated with the fact that there is no simple index of lung elasticity. In this regard, it must be remembered that PL,st,TLC, as reported in the aforementioned studies not only reflects the elastic properties of the lung but is also influenced by the pressure generated by the inspiratory muscles and the chest wall compliance. As the reduction in TLC puts the inspiratory muscles at a mechanical advantage, the absence of increase in PL,st,TLC would imply either a decreased inspiratory muscle strength, or a decreased chest wall compliance after LVRS. Similarly, the shift rightwards and downwards of the P-V curve also reported after LVRS, with volume expressed in absolute terms [66, 71] or in per cent predicted TLC [67] , is a usual feature after lung resection [73] . This shift would be more relevant if it was shown to occur with volume expressed as a percentage of actual TLC.
Nevertheless, the demonstration of an increased static transpulmonary pressure at FRC is strong evidence for a definite favourable effect of LVRS on lung elastic recoil. The mechanisms whereby it is achieved remain, however, poorly understood. Some have hypothesized that severely emphysematous lung areas do not participate in the leftward shift of the P-V curve that occurs in emphysema [72] because they do not change volume during a VC manoeuvre and would thus only account for a shift of the curve upwards. This may be true for real bullae [74] . Conversely, excluded bullous zones may indirectly cause a leftward shift of the P-V curve by inappropriately transmitting the recoil pressure to the surrounding lung tissue. The removal of diseased lung could therefore improve airway tethering through the better transmission of the recoil pressure [75] . Such a hypothesis implies that patients with heterogeneous emphysema would benefit more from an intervention targeted at removing the more affected areas than patients with more homogeneous forms of the disease. This is supported by preliminary results showing that patients with inhomogeneous emphysema on imaging demonstrate greater FEV1 improvement after LVRS [76, 77] .
The improved lung elastic recoil is expected to play a role in the improvement of airflow. If it is assumed that the relationship between elastic lung recoil and maximal airflow remains unaltered after the surgical procedure, for each volume in reference to FRC, the flow will be greater after than before surgery owing to increased lung recoil ( fig. 2) . However, the relationship between lung elastic recoil and maximal expiratory flow appears to be altered after LVRS, at least in some patients [66, 71] . This means that, along with allowing an increased driving pressure, the greater elastic recoil may in addition increase the airway diameter by improved airway tethering. Conversely, factors other than elastic recoil may also play a role in the improved airway conductance. This is supported by the findings of ROGERS et al. [78] who studied the relationship between airway conductance and lung elastic recoil at different volumes in 14 patients. Using this technique, it appeared that in half of their subjects, the improved airway conductance at a given volume after LVRS was entirely explained by the improved elastic recoil. Nevertheless, some patients demonstrated a greater increase in conductance than expected on the basis of the increase in lung recoil after surgery. Similarly, PRIDE et al. [74] also reported improved FEV1 after bullectomy in patients who did not show any improvement in lung elasticity measurements. These findings may be due to the inability of the P-V curve to account for complex locoregional heterogeneity in mechanical and airway properties. Conversely, it may be suggested that LVRS, as does bullectomy, allows the decompression of relatively more normal lung areas, and thereby leads to: 1) a recruitment of effective lung volume; 2) a modification of airway geometry that may reduceairway obstruction; and3)an improvement ofsurfactant synthesis in the better inflated, formerly compressed zones, which may also concur with better airway patency [79] .
Chest wall mechanics are more difficult to assess because the achievement of a perfect relaxation of the respiratory muscles is not realistic in severely emphysematous patients. Measurement of chest wall recoil therefore requires muscle paralysis. GELB et al. [63] described a decreased inward chest wall recoil immediately after LVRS. However, they were unable to measure FRC and thus the decreased chest wall recoil pressure at EELV may solely reflect the decrease in FRC. Nevertheless, it obviously contributes to the decrease in work of breathing through a lower burden on the inspiratory muscles. It also leads to a decrease in the end-expiratory pleural pressure, as demonstrated in some studies [51, 61, 67] .
Dynamic lung mechanics
TSCHERNKO et al. [64] demonstrated an increase in lung dynamic compliance that was evident from the first postoperative day and persisted after 6 months. The absence of modifications in breathing frequency, minute ventilation, or breathing pattern further supported the significance of this observation. Since the static lung compliance in the tidal volume range has been shown to be unaltered by LVRS [71] , the increased dynamic compliance suggests that more homogeneous ventilation in the lung was achieved after LVRS, which was also reflected in a decreased intrinsic PEEP [64] . Nevertheless, as stated above, in patients with severe COPD, expiration is often associated with contraction of the abdominal muscles that ends before the start of inspiratory flow. This is an important determinant of intrinsic PEEP in such patients [29] . As end-expiratory gastric pressure was shown to decrease after LVRS in one study [61] , probably signalling a derecruitment of abdominal muscles during expiration, improvement in dynamic lung mechanics is not likely to be the only determinant of decreased intrinsic PEEP after LVRS.
A more even and better distribution of ventilation was also suggested by the finding of an improved single breath volume distribution of inhaled methane gas tracer after LVRS [80] . In addition to the reduced functional lung volume which allows ventilation on a more optimal portion of the chest wall P-V curve, these elements contribute to a reduced work of breathing. This is obtained from the first postoperative day onwards [64] and may explain the unexpectedly easy weaning after the surgical procedure. 
Respiratory muscle strength and interaction
Inspiratory muscle strength is reduced in severe emphysema. As outlined above, this is mostly due to hyperinflation. Moreover, COPD is often associated with a generalized muscle weakness that may also contribute to the reduced respiratory muscle strength [81] .
Global inspiratory muscle strength, as measured by mouth pressure during maximal inspiratory efforts [51, 53, 62] or sniff nasal inspiratory pressure [62] , has been shown to increase significantly after LVRS. One study did not show any significant improvement in maximal inspiratory pressure [48] but it was not designed to specifically address respiratory muscle function. Diaphragmatic strength evaluated by maximal inspiratory [51] or sniff nasal transdiaphragmatic pressure [62] improved after surgery. These results are generally ascribed to a reduction of hyperinflation as reflected by the lowered FRC observed after LVRS. The effects of reduced hyperinflation on the length and geometry of the different inspiratory muscles remain, however, largely unknown. An increase in diaphragm length after LVRS has been reported using measurements on chest radiographs [82] . Nevertheless, if the length adaptation occurs in patients with chronic hyperinflation and consequently optimal muscle length is achieved near FRC before LVRS, the greater length of the diaphragmatic fibres after surgery would no longer be optimal. This would imply a short-term detrimental effect of the surgical procedure. In the long-term, this is probably less significant because the length adaptation is a reciprocal phenomenon, i.e. the chronic shortening of a muscle leads to a loss of sarcomeres whereas a chronic lengthening is followed by addition of new sarcomeres [83] .
Moreover, it should be stressed that the length±tension curve refers to isometric conditions which clearly differ from those encountered in vivo. In emphysematous hamsters, the transdiaphragmatic pressure generated by phrenic nerve stimulation is in fact greater at RV than at FRC [84] , demonstrating that in this model, a reduction of FRC would probably be beneficial in terms of diaphragmatic function. At present, it is, however, unclear which are the exact factors underlying the beneficial effects of LVRS on the diaphragmatic and global inspiratory muscle function. On a long-term basis, a favourable effect of an increased length of the diaphragm is likely, but the role of other factors such as the geometry of the respiratory muscles and their mechanical arrangement still need to be explored. Preliminary results demonstrating an increased zone of apposition of the diaphragm after LVRS [82] support a positive effect of the surgical procedure on muscle geometry.
The only study of the effects of LVRS on the ribcage diameters, which are believed to be a determinant of the intercostal muscles function, has resulted in conflicting results. Indeed, LANDO et al. [85] reported a small reduction of the anteroposterior diameter of the mid and lower bony thorax on chest radiograph but they were unable to confirm these results on computed tomography scan (CT). Measurements of the angle between the intercostals and the midline and between the ribs and the sternum were unfortunately not performed.
Whatever the mechanisms underlying the increase in maximal strength of the inspiratory muscles, it may be an important determinant of the decreased dyspnoea after LVRS. Indeed, the ratio of end-tidal pleural pressure to minimal (i.e. most negative) inspiratory pressure is an important contributing factor to the sensation of breathlessness [86] . In fact, not only is the denominator of this ratio increased after LVRS, but the numerator is also reduced (see below). Nevertheless, no correlation has been found between the increase in maximal inspiratory muscle strength and the improvement in dyspnoea after LVRS [51, 62] .
LVRS has been shown to result in a marked change in the relative contributions of the diaphragm and the other respiratory muscles to pressure and volume generation during breathing. Using plots of oesophageal versus gastric pressure during tidal breathing, it has been demonstrated that, before surgery, severe emphysematous patients show large inspiratory decreases in oesophageal pressure during inspiration [51, 61] whereas the end-inspiratory gastric pressure does not change [61] or is even reduced compared to the end-expiratory value [51] (fig. 3a) . The latter finding possibly reflects a paradoxical movement of the abdomen during the respiratory cycle, but it is more probable that abdominal muscles relax during inspiration after being extensively recruited during expiration. This is supported by the high values of end-expiratory gastric pressure in these two studies [51, 61] . After surgery, there was a decrease in pleural pressure swings, essentially owing to a decrease in end-expiratory positive oesophageal pressure whereas the abdominal pressure returned to a more normal pattern, showing an increase during the inspiratory phase [51, 61] and demonstrating either a greater recruitment of the diaphragm after surgery or a lesser expiratory recruitment of the abdominal muscles. The magnitude of these changes was correlated with the reduction in FRC [61] .
Using respiratory inductive plethysmography, BLOCH et al. [57] studied the pattern of motion of the thoracoabdominal wall during resting breathing. They showed that LVRS resulted in a decrease in paradoxical motion of the abdomen during inspiration and in an increase in the contribution of the abdominal volume changes to tidal volume (Ab/VT) [57] . They ascribed the latter finding to a greater contribution of the diaphragm to tidal volume generation. Analysis of the individual data demonstrates that four out of 19 patients showed a clear deterioration of these indices of thoracoabdominal wall motion. Although this assumption may be tempting, the absence of an increase of Ab/VT after LVRS in some patients must, however, not necessarily be seen as detrimental. Indeed, it may be related to a derecruitment of the abdominal muscles. In other words, if it is postulated that abdominal muscle recruitment always decreases after LVRS, the improvement in active diaphragm contribution to tidal volume will be underestimated if only abdominal volume changes are considered. Another interesting finding of the study of BLOCH et al. [57] was that patients with a similar degree of hyperinflation (same TLC, RV, and RV/TLC) had a greater improvement in FEV1 and a greater decrease in RV after LVRS, if they had a greater Ab/VT before surgery. This might be regarded as controversial since Ab/VT increases with LVRS. Without knowledge of the relative contribution of expiratory abdominal muscle contraction to the abdominal volume changes, these results are, however, difficult to interpret.
Although the mechanisms relating the preoperative pattern of thoracoabdominal motion to the results of LVRS in terms of FEV1 deserve more study, these findings show that the high contribution of the ribcage muscles to tidal volume seen in severe emphysema is reduced by LVRS. As there is some evidence of a relationship between inspiratory ribcage muscle activation and the sensation of breathlessness in patients with airway obstruction [87, 88] or during loaded breathing in normal subjects [89] , this effect of LVRS towards a more normal pattern of respiratory muscle action may also play a role in the reduced dyspnoea.
Control of breathing and breathing pattern
Mouth occlusion pressure 0.1 s after the beginning of inspiration (P0.1), an index of central inspiratory drive, has been shown to decrease after LVRS [62, 90] . A decreased central drive response to the hypercapnic stimulus was also demonstrated [90] . The determinants of increased P0.1 in COPD are not fully understood. CELLI et al. [90] hypothesized that the reduced hyperinflation achieved by LVRS was responsible for the reduced central drive and hence, for the decreased breathlessness. Potential mechanisms of the reduction in P0.1 after LVRS are a reduced respiratory impedance [90] and an improved inspiratory muscle effectiveness. However, the change in P0.1 correlated neither with the change in lung function [62, 90] nor with the decrease in dyspnoea after LVRS [62] .
BLOCH et al. [57] studied the resting pattern of breathing using respiratory inductive plethysmography. This is thought to alter the mode of breathing less than methods using mouthpieces or facemasks [91] . They showed that emphysematous patients selected for LVRS had a higher minute ventilation than normal subjects in the supine position. There was a tendency for increased respiratory rate and tidal volume whereas the inspiratory time was reduced in emphysema. LVRS had no significant effect on these parameters at rest but as outlined above, the ventilation was achieved with a modified contribution of the diaphragm and the inspiratory ribcage muscles [57] . Other groups have confirmed the lack of effect of LVRS on resting minute ventilation, respiratory rate and tidal breathing using a mouthpiece [41, 61, 64] .
Breathing during exercise
LVRS has been shown to improve maximal exercise capacity [41, 42, 48, 51, 59] . Although the majority of the patients included in these studies underwent a pulmonary rehabilitation programme, it seems that factors other than peripheral muscle training are responsible for the improvement. In contrast to rehabilitation, which essentially lowers the ventilatory requirement but does not affect maximal ventilation, LVRS has been shown to increase the maximal ventilatory capacity. Indeed, both maximal voluntary ventilation (MVV) [41, 48, 51, 52, 59] and maximal minute ventilation (V 'E,max) at peak exercise [41, 42, 48, 59, 61] significantly increased after LVRS. This increase in V 'E,max was entirely due to an increase in tidal volume, since the respiratory rate did not change [41, 48, 51, 59, 61] . At isowork exercise, the minute ventilation is either unchanged [41, 51] or slightly increased (but with a greater ventilatory reserve) [59, 61] after LVRS. Nevertheless, the pattern of breathing is markedly modified with an increase in tidal volume and a decrease in respiratory rate [51, 59, 61] . The duty cycle (inspiratory time (tI)/breath duration (ttot)) is not modified at peak exercise [48, 51, 61] . At isowork exercise, it was reported to increase by BENDITT et al. [61] while MARTINEZ et al. [51] reported no significant change.
Moreover, as also demonstrated at rest, the recruitment of inspiratory muscles was reported to be altered during exercise with a greater contribution of the diaphragm to inspiratory pressure generation (as shown by an increased inspiratory transdiaphragmatic pressure) and a probable reduction of abdominal muscle recruitment during isowork exercise after surgery ( fig. 3b) [51, 61] . This is likely related to a reduced dynamic hyperinflation during isowork exercise, as reflected by an increased inspiratory capacity [51] .
Overall, LVRS appears to: 1) increase maximal ventilatory capacity, thereby improving the ventilatory reserve at a given work load; 2) reduce shallow breathing for a given load, thus lowering the dead space to tidal volume ratio; and 3) increase the diaphragmatic contribution to inspiratory pressure generation during exercise, likely through a reduction of dynamic hyperinflation. All these factors have potential beneficial effects on exercise capacity and dyspnoea.
Gas exchange
Not much is known regarding the mechanisms of improvement in the resting blood gases reported after LVRS in some studies. As a significant improvement in Pa,CO 2 has sometimes been reported, it should be assumed that, if resting carbon dioxide production remains unchanged, the alveolar ventilation may increase after LVRS. As outlined above, the minute ventilation and tidal volume do not change significantly at rest [41, 57, 61, 64] , and the improved alveolar ventilation would thus be related to a reduced dead space ventilation. Other potential determinants of Pa,O 2 have not yet been studied. Indeed, the effects of LVRS on the ventilation±perfusion matching and on Pv,O 2 remain unknown. It should be noted that Sa,O 2 measured by pulse oximetry did not change significantly during isowatt exercise in two studies [53, 61] . At maximal exercise (and thus at different workloads), BENDITT et al. [41] did not show any significant improvement in Pa,O 2 after LVRS. Nevertheless, with 16 patients demonstrating respiratory acidosis at peak exercise, this disappeared in two after surgery [41] . This is probably due to the reduced dead space to tidal ventilation ratio demonstrated during exercise after LVRS. However the persisting exercise-induced hypercapnia in a majority of patients points to derangements remaining after surgery.
Haemodynamics and cardiac function Data on the influence of LVRS on haemodynamics and cardiac function are scarce. SCIURBA et al. [67] reported an improved resting right ventricular systolic function, evaluated by echocardiography, after LVRS. Similar results were reported by MATHER et al. [92] . These results may lead to the hypothesis that LVRS reduces pulmonary artery pressure and resistance. Nevertheless, preliminary results from OSWALD et al. [93] show that resting mean pulmonary artery pressure did not diminish significantly after surgery. The cardiac index was also unchanged at rest. However, during steady state exercise, the mean arterial pulmonary pressure was significantly decreased while cardiac index remained unchanged [93] . This means that LVRS induced a reduction of exercise pulmonary vascular resistance. As dynamic hyperinflation plays a role in the rise in pulmonary vascular resistance in COPD patients [94] , the reduction of exercise-induced dynamic hyperinflation [51] may be an important determinant of the lowered pulmonary artery pressure after LVRS.
The oxygen pulse, a noninvasive estimate of the cardiac stroke volume, has been shown to increase during isowork exercise after LVRS in two studies [41, 59] , although this reached statistical significance in only one of the two [59] . Potential determinants of improved cardiac function after LVRS are the demonstrated reduction in pleural pressure swings during the respiratory cycle [51, 61] and a yet unproven reduction in resting pulmonary vascular resistance. Improved cardiac function may contribute to the increased exercise capacity. Moreover, it may also play a role in the improvement in Pa,O 2 through an increase in Pv,O 2 . The effects of LVRS on haemodynamics and cardiac function are clearly to be more thoroughly explored.
Long-term outcome after lung volume reduction surgery Data on the long-term functional outcome after LVRS remain scarce. From the literature, it appears that the peak improvement in usual pulmonary function tests probably occurs between 3 and 12 months after surgery [43, 45, 58, 59, 66, 95] . GELB et al. [66] demonstrated that the subsequent deterioration of the functional test results was associated with a decrease in elastic recoil. Nevertheless, 2 yrs after surgery, a clear improvement remained as compared to baseline [43, 96] . The rate of the functional deterioration after the peak improvement remains unknown.
It has been advocated that the remaining diseased lung after surgery may undergo stress relaxation which could lead to a subsequent progressive decline in elastic recoil and potentially to a rapid decline in FEV1 and conductance [97] . Although stress relaxation is a known phenomenon in the human lung, it has been shown to occur only in the short-term [98] . Whether it may develop in the long-term is not known.
The effects of LVRS on maximal exercise capacity also seem to peak around 6 months after surgery [59] but the improvement in submaximal exercise performance [43, 68] and quality of life [59] are sustained up to one year. However, the respective effects of LVRS and pulmonary rehabilitation on these variables are difficult to assess.
Future prospects
All the results reported above are average results of often selected groups of patients. This should not obscure the fact that up to 20% of the patients do not experience an improvement either subjectively or in the pulmonary function tests [4, 39, 41, 42, 45±48, 51, 52, 54, 57, 61, 62] and that mortality is not negligible [4, 39, 40, 43, 47, 49, 50, 52, 54, 58, 99] , reaching 10% in some series [49] . The determinants of outcome have not yet received much attention. This clearly necessitates outcome measures to be defined. FEV1 is often viewed as an important outcome measure in lung diseases. We must however remember that LVRS is currently accepted as a procedure aimed at alleviating the symptoms of advanced emphysema. It is well known that breathlessness only correlates weakly with FEV1 and after LVRS the improvement of FEV1 also poorly predicts the reduction of dyspnoea. Outcome measures should thus not be limited to usual pulmonary function tests.
Until now, the study of the effects of LVRS on gas exchange as well as on the pulmonary and systemic haemodynamics has been very limited. A better knowledge of these effects could further improve the understanding of the functional improvement achieved by LVRS. Furthermore, a more precise understanding of the determinants underlying the improvement of elastic lung recoil and respiratory muscle function is required. The development of an animal model of LVRS clearly would help to shed light on these mechanisms.
Summary
The rapid development of lung volume reduction surgery and of its utilization has allowed a better understanding of the basic mechanisms of the objective and subjective improvement experienced by a majority of selected patients. Two major effects of the surgery are responsible for this favourable early outcome: an increase in lung elastic recoil and a reduction in lung volume obtained by the resection of lung emphysematous tissue and, indirectly, by the partial recovery of the elastic recoil (table  1) . The reduction of the lung volume at which they operate has a dramatic effect on respiratory muscle function and interaction as well as on the work of breathing and may probably by itself explain a great part of the decreased breathlessness observed after surgery. The improved lung recoil certainly plays a central role in the reduction of the airway obstruction and its consequences. Nevertheless, the mechanism of improved elastic recoil is still poorly understood and it is possible that other factors currently remaining undefined also play a role in a better airway function after LVRS. Similarly, the mechanisms underlying the improved respiratory muscle function are still to be established. The effects of LVRS on gas exchange as well as on haemodynamics remain to be studied more thoroughly, as well as the long-term effect of the procedure. It is now proven that the primary postulates upon which the selection process for lung volume reduction surgery were based are correct. However, this is only true based on an average basis and some patients, although selected following the same criteria, do not benefit from the procedure. An analysis of the characteristics of these patients would possibly help to refine the selection criteria. However, a more profound investigation of the mechanisms underlying the improved elastic recoil, airway function and respiratory muscle function appears essential to achieve this goal. 
